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This paper offers a practical solution of the complicated equa- 

tions for the deflections of nonorthotropic plates; in this discussion 

plywood plates made of Douglas fir are considered. The intricate 

partial differential equations are expressed in terms of finite differ- 

ences. The simultaneous algebraic linear equations thus obtained 

are easily solved. 

The theory of obtaining the required elastic constants for the 

plywood plates is discussed in the introduction. The theory is ex- 

panded in Appendix IV by developing the general expression for the 

deflection of a thin plate. This expression is used in the experimen- 

tal methods for obtaining the elastic constants. 

Part I explains the tests performed on the plywood plates to 

derive the elastic constants. The plates were cut with the face grain 

making angles of 0, 22 1/2, 45, 67 1/2, and 90 degrees with the 
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coordinate axes. Bending and torsion tests were conducted on each 

plate. Three means of supporting the plates in the bending tests 

were investigated in order to determine the method which would give 

the most reliable values for the elastic constants. 

The nonorthotropic plate equation is expressed in terms of 

finite -difference equations for uniformly loaded and simply supported 

plates in Part II. These equations are simplified considerably by 

the considerations of the symmetry that is possessed by the plywood 

plates. The complete derivation of the nonorthtropic plate equation 

is given in Appendix III. 

The theory for the deflections of plywood plates is verified 

in Part III byconducting experiments on uniformly loaded and simply 

supported plates. The theoretical and the experimental values of the 

deflections are compared in a tabulated form; the discrepancy, which 

varies from 23 to 38 percent, is also indicated. 

Sample calculations for the elastic constants are included in 

Appendix I. 

The generalized Hooke's law is discussed in Appendix II. 

Also, the stress and strain equations applied to plywood plates are 

included. 
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DEFLECTIONS OF SIMPLY SUPPORTED PLYWOOD 
PLATE UNDER UNIFORM LOADING BY 

FINITE- DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS 

PART I 

INTRODUCTION 

Many materials used in engineering have internal structures 

that differ from the usual assumption of "ideal material," a material 

that has the same mechanical properties at every point. Plywood 

plates are a good example of a material of anisotropic character. 

They are usually constructed so that the grain of the adjacent plies 

is perpendicular. Experimental studies have shown a great differ- 

ence in the elastic properties of plywood in the principal directions, 

along and perpendicular to the grain. It is obvious that the theory of 

isotropic plates is not applicable for plywood plates but the formulas 

based on the theory of elasticity for anisotropic bodies must be uti- 

lized. 

1. Assumptions 

In developing the theory and the formulas for plywood plates 

the following assumptions are made: 

(1) Plywood is taken to be an orthotropic material, i. e. , a 

material in which the directions of the grain in adjacent plies are 
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perpendicular to each other and parallel and perpendicular to edges. 

(2) The material in the individual plies is accurately flat - 

grain, i. e. , the directions of the grain and the annual rings are 

parallel to the faces of the plies. 

(3) Each ply is homogeneous. This implies that the varia- 

tions of the elastic constants from springwood to summerwood are 

disregarded and average values of the constants are used. 

(4) The plate is symmetrical, both geometrically and as to 

the arrangement and properties of the material, with respect to the 

plane z = 0; the axes of coordinates are chosen as in Figure 1. 

(5) Deflections w of a plate are so small in comparison with 

its thickness t that direct stresses are not developed to an appreci- 

able extent and therefore the theory of thin plates applies. 

(6) Points of a straight line which is normal to the unde- 

formed plane middle surface, z = 0, of the plate, remain in a 

straight line which is normal to the middle surface after deforma- 

tion has taken place. 

(7) The pressure on layers parallel to the middle surface 

(the stress o-s) is so small by comparison with the stresses o-x, 

may, and yx that it may be neglected. 
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2. Purpose of Thesis 

The purpose of this paper is to express the nonorthotropic 

plate equations in terms of finite -difference equations for the deflec- 

tions of simply supported and uniformly loaded Douglas fir plywood 

plates. The agreement of the theoretical values of the deflections 

were studied experimentally on five plates with the face grain mak- 

ing angles of 0, 22 1/2, 45, 67 1/2, and 90 degrees with the coordi- 

nate axes of the plate. 

The elastic constants appearing in the nonorthotropic plate 

equations were derived from the deflections obtained from bending 

and torsion tests on each plate. Deflections rather than strains 

were observed since it was anticipated that the strain readings on 

plywood would not be reliable as demonstrated by many previous 

experiments by others. 

3. General Expression for the Deflection of a Thin Plate 

The general expression for the deflection of a thin plate when 

the plate is subjected to uniform bending moments 

Mx per unit length of side along AD, BC, 

My per unit length of side along AB, CD, and a uniform 

twisting moment 



M per unit length along all four sides is x y 

t3w = 6Mx ( 
a11x2 

+ a12y2 + a16xY) 

+6My (a12x2 + a22y2 + a26xy) 

+6Mxy(a16x2 + a26y2 + a66xy) 

(la -c) 

4 

Equation (la -c) has appeared in (1) but the author of this 

paper has been unable to find the derivation of this equation; there- 

fore, the complete derivation is worked out in Appendix IV. 

In equation (la -c) w is the deflection, normal to the plane 

of the plate, of the point whose coordinates with respect to the cen- 

ter of the plate are x, y, and t is the thickness of the plate. 

(a) 

Figure 1. (a) Coordinate axes in the x - and z- directions. 
(b) Coordinate axes in the x- and y- directions. 

The constants a16 and a26 are zero for specially orthotropic plates; 

that is, plates whose principal axes are the axes of coordinate 

system. These constants are not zero for generally orthotropic 

plates; that is, plates whose principal axes make an angle 0 with 

x 
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axes of coordinate system. 

When the plate is subjected to uniform bending moments Mx 

and M together or alone, the case of pure bending exists. However, 
Y 

on points off the principal axes some twisting will occur because of 

the presence of the terms a16xy and a26xy in equation (la -c). When 

uniform twisting moment M is applied to the plate alone, the case xy 

of pure torsion exists. Some symmetrical bending will occur, how- 

ever, caused by the terms a16x2 and a26y2 

4. Elastic Constants Transferred to New Axis 

If the elastic constants for the principal directions are 

known and the axes are rotated counterclockwise through an angle 0 

as shown in Figure 1(b), the elastic constants for the new direction 

may be obtained from the following equations (2, p. 43): 

al l=al 1cos40+(2a12+a66)sin20cos20+a22sin40+(a16cos20+a26sin20)sin20 

a22=a11 sin40+(2a12+a66)sin20cos20+a22cos48-(al 6sin28+a26cos28)sin20 

a12=(al 1+a22-2a12-a66 )sin20cos20+a12+ 
1 

2 (a26-a16)sin20cos20 

a66=4(al 1+a22-2a12-a66)sirZ0cos20+a66+2 (a26- a16)sin20cos28 

al6.-a11cos20+1--a1 % ócos20 )sin20 +a16(cos20- 3sin20)cos20 = 

+a26(3cos20-sin 0) sin20 
2a12+a66 

a26=(a22cos20-allsiri 0- 2 cos28)sin20+a16(3cos20-sin20)sin20 

+a26(cos20 -3 siri 0)cos20 

(2a-f) 
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PART II 

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS FOR OBTAINING THE ELASTIC 
CONSTANTS FOR PLYWOOD 

1. Bending Tests 

In order to obtain the best values of the elastic constants 

for the plywood, three means of supporting the plates were investi- 

gated: 

I. Simply supported plates along lines 00 -40 and 04 -44, 

II. Plates clamped over the supports along lines 00 -40 and 04 -44, 

III. Plates supported on three ball bearings at points 20, 04, and 44. 

33 
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Figure 2. Dimensions and the grid system of the plates. 
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The lines I, II, III, IV and the grid system shown in Figure 2 were 

marked on the central 18 x 18 in. square of the plates and the de- 

flections along these lines at the grid points were observed by Ames 

gauges, reading directly to 10-3 in. The thickness of the plates was 

1/2 inch. 

I. Simply supported plates along lines 00 -40 and 04 -44. 

The plates were supported on 1/8 -inch edge along the lines 00 -40 

and 04 -44. The load was applied by means of placing 2 1 /2 -lb. 

bags of 5/16-inch diameter leadshot in cans hung at the points mark- 

ed L in Figure 2. In order to impose a uniform moment along the 

supports, 3/4 x 3/4 x 1/8 in. angles were placed at the ends of the 

plates as can be seen in Figure 3. The loading was placed in incre- 

ments of 20 lbs. , i. e. , one 2 1 /2 -lb. bag was placed in each can. 

The deflections were measured by five Ames gauges mounted on a 

1 -inch square aluminum rod as shown in Figures 4 and 5. The 

gauges were moved so that the deflections at the points 00 -44 could 

be read after each increment of loading. The increase of loading 

was discontinued when the deflections at the center reached the ap- 

proximate value of t /10, where t is the thickness of the plate. After 

the deflection readings were taken at the grid points up to the maxi- 

mum loading, the plates were unloaded and the deflection readings 

were observed at the same load increments as when the plates were 
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Figure 4. The method of mounting the deflection gauges. 
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Figure 5. Deflection observations in the bending tests. 
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loaded. Then the plates were reversed and the deflections were 

measured again when the plates were loaded and unloaded. The 

average of the four values of deflections was used in computing the 

elastic constants. The deflection observations obtained thus are 

distinguished by the letters A and B in the tables. 

II. Plates clamped over the supports. The plates were 

clamped over the 1/8 -inch edges by placing 1 x 1 x 1/8 in. angles 

on top of the plates over the supports and clamping the angles down 

with C- clamps. The clamps were placed because it was noticed 

that the plates were initially warped and did not come to bear uni- 

formly on the supports. The observations were made as in experi- 

ment I. 

III. Plates supported on three ball bearings. From experi- 

ment II it was noticed that the plates tended to curl up along the 

sides under loading; this curling up was independent of the warp of 

the plates. As mentioned previously, equation (la) justifies the 

curling by the presence of the term a16xy. In order to allow the 

plates to act freely, they were supported on three 1/4 -inch ball bear- 

ings at the points 20, 04, and 44. The observations on the plates 

were repeated again as in experiments I and II. 

The elastic constants can be obtained from equation (la -c). 

If only the bending moment Mx is applied to the plate (My= Mxy =O), 



the elastic constant all 
11 

can be obtained from Equation 

t3w = 6Mx(a11x2 lx2 + 
a12y2 al 6xy) 

In this experiment Mx per unit width is 

P 7. 25 
2 19 

12 

which is 

where P is the total load applied on the plate, i. e. , P/2 is applied 

at each end. 

Along line I 

x= 9 in. t3w = 6Mx(al lx2) y = P 
w 2(19) t =1/2in. all - 
P 8(6)7.25(x2) 

Along line II 

x = 0 
y = 9 in. 
t = 1/2 in. 

Along line III 

x=y=9in. 
t = 1/2 in. 

Along line IV 

x = -y = 9 in. 
t = 1/2 in. 

w 
= 13.481 (10-4)-- P 

t3w = 6Mx(a12y2) 

a12 = 13. 481 (10-4)-w 
P 

t3w = 6Mx(a11x2 +a12y2 +a16x 

all+ a12 + 
+a16= 13. 481 (10 -4) P 

t3w = 6Mx(al lx2+a12y2-a16xy) 

all + a12 - a16= 13.481 (10-4) P 

(la) 

+ 
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For specially orthotropic plates, as has been stated before, 

a16 = a26 = 
0; thus the principal constants are obtained as follows: 

from 0° bending test, line I 

0° bending test, line II 

90° bending test, line I 

2. Torsion Tests 

a11 = 13. 481 (10-4) P 
a12 = 13. 481 (10-4)5-- 

a22 = 13. 481 (10-4) P 

The plates used in the bending tests were squared by cutting 

the ends off and leaving the 18 x 18 -inch central square. The plates 

were supported at two diagonally opposite corners on 1/4- inch -dia- 

meter ball bearings and loaded at the other two diagonally opposite 

corners by hanging 2 1/2 -1b. weights as shown in Figure 6. The 

deflection readings were measured along the lines I, II, III, and IV 

at increments of load of 5 lb. i. e. , 2 1/2 lb. at each corner. 

Figures 7, 8, and 9 show the method of observing the deflections 

along the lines I, III, and IV, respectively. Observations along the 

line II were made similarly. . The maximum load of 10 lbs. was 

used. At this loading the deflections at the center exceeded t /10. 

Then the plates were unloaded and the deflections were observed 

again. 

, 
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III 

III 

Figure 6. The method of supporting and loading the plates 
in the torsion tests. 

This method of loading the plates has been used by 

Timoshenko (7, p. 45) and Hearmon (1). The theory given by 

Timoshenko shows that concentrated loads of P/2 at each corner pro- 

duce a torsional moment of M per unit length along each side equal 
x Y 

to P /4. Therefore from equation (lc) 

2t3w = 3P(a1 6X2 + a26Y + a XY) 
2 

Along line I a16 = 1. 029 (10 -3) P 

Along line II a26 = 1. 029 (10-3)-m- 

Along line III a16 +a26+ a66 = 1. 029 (10-3)f- 

Along line IV a16 +a26 -a66 = 16 
1. 029 (10-3)E- 

P 

t i_1 V 

VPP/2 

P 

V 

P 
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Figure 7. Deflection observations along the line I in the torsion 
tests. 
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Figure 8. Deflection observations along the line III in the torsion 
tests. 
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Figure 9. Deflection observations along the line IV in the torsion 
tests. 
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The principal constant a66 is obtained from the torsion tests as 

shown below: 

from 0° and 90 °, line III 

line IV 

a66 = 1. 029 (10-3) 

-a66 = 1. 029 GO-3)17T . 
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There should be no deflection along lines I and II of the plates 

of 0 and 90 degrees as shown by Timoshenko (7, p. 44). 

In order to obtain the constants from the deflections, the 

average values of deflections were used. Along each line the deflec- 

tions were observed at the grid points, first on one side, designated 

as side A, and then on the reverse side, designated as side B. 

Since the plates were supported on two ball bearings, the plates were 

free to swing. However, the plates were balanced by hand in order 

to make the deflections approximately equal at the outside and inside 

points along each line. "Outside" deflection designates the differ- 

ence between the deflections at the center and at the outside points 

near the edge of the plate, for line III, w22 - 2(w00 + w44)ß "inside" 

deflection designates the difference between the deflections at the 

center and at the inside or the quarter points, for line III, w22 - 
1 

2 (wl l 
+ w33). The deflection curves for lines III and IV for the 

plate of 0 degrees are shown in Figure 10. The dashed curves for 

line IV are the deflection observations made on plate that came to 

P 
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Figure 10. Deflection curves for the lines III and IV in the torsion 
tests. 

an equilibrium by itself without an effort of trying to balance the de- 

flections at the points 13 and 31, 04 and 40. The average values of 

the deflections w13 and w31 would give the correct value for the in- 

side point and similarly the average values of w04 and w40, for the 

outside point. However, in order to avoid confusion in the deflection 

readings, the plate was balanced by hand so that the deflections w13 

and w31 and also w04 and w40 would be approximately equal. In 

Figure 10 the full line shows the elastic curve for a plate that was 

balanced by hand. The deflections to be used in computing the elastic 

constants were obtained as follows: 

, 

\ 
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Along line I w outside = w22 - 
2 (w20 + w24) 

w inside =4 [w22 - 
Z 

(w21 + w2A 

Along line II w outside 
2 

w22 
- 1 (w02 + w42) 

w inside 4 [w22 - 2 (w12 + w321 

Along line III w outside = w22 ®2 (w00 + w44) 

w inside =4F22 - 2 -`w11+ w 3J 
Along line IV w outside w22 m 7'04 + w40) 

w inside -4[w22 - 2 (w13 
+ w31 J 

Since the deflection curve is a parabola in shape, the inside deflec- 

tions were multiplied by four in order to convert them to the same 

magnitude as the outside deflections, see Figure 11. 

w outside 

w22 w21 w22 w23 W24 

4 12 . 4 1/2 4 1/2 4 1/2 

w inside 

1 /2 

Figure 11. Deflection curve along the line I. 

In Figure 11 w outside equals 4 (w inside). 

= 

= 

- 

Z 

' V 
1/2 1 1 
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The observed deflections from the bending and torsion tests 

are tabulated in Table 1 and Table 2, respectively. As mentioned 

previously, the deflection readings were taken at increments of 20 

lbs. in the bending tests and at 5 lbs. in the torsion tests. For the 

plate of zero degree the deflections used in computing the elastic 

constants were selected at the loading of 120 lbs. in the bending test, 

or the maximum loading on the plate. These deflections were ob- 

tained from the load - deflection curves as shown in Figure 12. The 

deflections at each increment of loading were plotted on this graph; 

a straight line was fitted through the points thus obtained, the deflec- 

tion desired being the difference between the abscissas of the ends of 

this straight line. As can be noticed from Figure 12, the straight 

line curve does not always pass through the point of origin. The de- 

flection observations at the first increment of load could not be used 

alone because inaccuracies are introduced by, for example, the 

plates not being in contact with the supporting edges evenly. The 

curves through the first and the subsequent points of loading des- 

cribed a straight line very well; this consistency showed that the 

plates were behaving elastically and that no noticeable creep was de- 

tected. Therefore, the deflections at the maximum loading used 

were representative of the action of the plates. These curves were 

plotted for each grid point on both sides A and B along the lines I, II, 
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III, and IV; the resultant deflections are shown in Table 1 together 

with the average values of those on sides A and B. The deflection 

on the zero -degree plate at the point 44 on side A was disregarded 

since it is not consistent with the other deflections. This procedure 

of obtaining the deflections for each plate was followed and the re- 

sults are tabulated in Table 1. 

As was mentioned previously, the plates tended to curl up 

along the long edges in the bending tests. This tendency can be seen 

from the deflections along the line II in Table 1. The deflections 

shown are positive upward; they are greater on the edges, at points 

02 and 42, than at the center, point 22. This differential deflection 

increases from the plate with 0° angle to the plate with 45° angle 

and then decreases again on the plates with 67 1/2° and 90 °. There- 

fore, the effect of curling is the greatest on the plate with 45° angle. 

The values of deflections in Table 1 are for the plates clamp- 

ed over the supports. Since the clamping resists the free curling of 

the plates, it was anticipated and later proved that the observed de- 

flections on plates with 22 1/2, 45, and 67 1/2 angles would not give 

reliable values for the elastic constants. Therefore, these constants 

were calculated from the observed deflections on plates with angles 

of 0 and 90 °. Equations (2a -f) were used in calculating the elastic 

constants for plates with angles other than 0 and 90 °. 
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The deflections in the torsion tests were obtained in the same 

manner as those in the bending tests; they are shown in Table 2. 

Deflections were observed at 5 -1b. increments of load, that is, 

2 1/2 lbs. were placed at the two diagonally opposite corners. The 

maximum load that could be placed on the plates in the torsion tests 

before the deflections exceeded the allowable value was 10 lbs. 

Thus,only two points were obtained on the load - deflection curves. 

It would have been advantageous to divide the load into smaller incre- 

ments whereby more reliable load - deflection curves would have been 

obtained. However, the time did not permit the observations made 

again. 

The theory of Timoshenko (7, p. 44) that on the plates with 

0 and 90° angles there should be no deflection along the lines I and 

II is verified in these torsion tests. However, slight discrepancies 

are noticed in the deflections in Table 2 along these lines; these dif- 

ferences can be attributed to mechanical and human errors and to 

the properties of the plates. Also, the deflections along the lines 

III and IV on the plates with 0 and 90° angles should be equal at the 

corresponding points. For example, 

Line III 

0° and 90° w22 

Line IV 

2 (w04 + w40) - w22 

1 1 

w22 2 (wl 1 + w33) - (w13 + w31) - w22 

= 
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These relationships can be seen in Figure 10 where the lines III and 

IV are plotted in their deflected form on the same plane only for bet- 

ter comparison. 

On the plate with the face grain at 45 degrees with the axes 

the deflections along the line I are equal to those along the line II; 

these equalities can be proved by the symmetry of the face grain 

about the lines III and IV. The deflections along the lines III and IV 

do not bear any similarities since the face grain is perpendicular to 

the line III and parallel to the line IV. 

The deflections on the plates with the face grain at angles of 

22 1/2 and 67 1/2° exhibit the following similarities: 

22 1/2° - plate 67 1/2° - plate 

Line I = Line II 

Line II = Line I 

Line III - Line III 

Line IV = Line IV 

also 

0° - plate 90° - plate 

Line I = Line II 

Line II = Line I 

Line III = Line III 

Line IV = Line IV. 
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In Table 3 the observed values for the elastic constants a.. 
iJ 

are calculated. The values for w are obtained in the manner shown 

in Figure 11. From these deflections the elastic constants aid are 

derived according to the equations on pages 12 and 14. A sample 

calculation is given in Appendix I. 

As stated before, the observed values of the elastic constants 

a. , as calculated in Table 3 and given in Table 4, for the plates with 
iJ 

the face grain making angles other than 0 and 90 degrees with the 

axes did not prove to be reliable. Therefore, these observed values 

were not used in the subsequent analysis for the plates. Thus, only 

the principal constants will be of interest henceforth. The manner 

of obtaining the principal constants was described previously in this 

paper. 

In developing the nonorthotropic plate equation, the constants 

aid are expressed with constants Bid as given by equations (23 a -c) 

in Appendix II and tabulated in Table 5. Furthermore the constants 

Bi. are expressed with constants Did as given by Equation (24). 
J 

il 



TABLE 1 

Deflections w (103) in. from Bending Tests 

Deg Side 
P LINE I LINE II LINE III LINE IV 

20 21 22 23 24 02 12 22 32 42 00 11 22 33 44 04 13. 22 31 40 lbs 

A 120 1.1 49.1 62.5, 50.2 2.3 63.4 63.2 65.3 66.1 7.3 47.4 51.6 2.2 6.4 46.3 47.3 4.8 
B 5.3 48.0 65.1 50.7 2.9 68.2 64.3 64.0 67.9 7.6 50.1 49.5 7.0 6.1 49.5 48.6 5.9 

Mean 3.2 48.5 63.8 50.5 2.6 65.8 63.7 63.8 64.7 67.0 7.4 48.7 63.8 50.5 7.0 6.2 47.9 63.8 47.9 5.4 

222 A 60 4.2 37.2 50.5 39.2 4.1 56.2 51.9 52.1 59.4 7.8 38.5 37.2 8.4 6.6 35.6 37.9 5.5 

B 4.8 36.9 51.7 40.3 3.7 55.9 53.9 52.9 61.3 7.1 36.1 28.2 7.S 8.6 38.2 36.7 5.7 
Mean 4.5 37.0 51.1 39.8 3.9 56.0 52.9 51.1 52.5 60.4 7.4 37.3 51.1 32.7 7.9 7.6 36.9 51.1 37.3 5.6 

45 A 40 5.2 41.7 52.3 41.3 4.9 68.3 58.1 58.0 67.2 8.2 39.5 43.6 6.5 7.5 40.9 40.1 8.9 

B 4.9 39.6 56.1 43.4 5.4 63.2 57.1 56.9 65.7 7.6 44.5 41.6 9.3 6.2 42.9 45.7 9.0 
Mean 5.0 40.6 54.2 42.4 5.2 65.7 57.6 54.2 57.5 66.7 7.9 42.0 54.2 42.6 7.9 6.8 41.9 54.2 42.9 8.9 

672 A 40 7.7 57.0 70.5 48.3 5.9 77.0 67.7 66.7 67.1 10.4 53.2 53.9 8.2 8.7 58.9 44.5 7.7 
B 5.7 50.2 66.3 53.9 7.5 71.0 70.2 73.4 72.1 4.1 54.2 52.3 7.7 6.9 56.5 58.1 9.5 

Mean 6.7 53.6 68.4 51.1 6.7 74.0 68.9 68.4 70.0 69.6 7.2 53.7 68.4 53.1 8.0 7.8 57.7 68.4 51.6 8.7 

90 A 40 6.6 48.2 61.9 47.5 3.5 59.5 57.8 59.2 60.3 6.7 47.2 47.5 5.7 5.5 46.1 45.9 6.3 

B 2.5 46.9 S9.7 45.4 3.4 60.8 58.5 59.4 57.7 5.1 46.5 46.4 6.5 7.1 44.5 45.1 6.1 

Mean 4.5 47.5 60.8 46.5 3.5 60.1 58.1 60.8 59.3 59.0 5.9 46.8 60.8 46.9 6.1 6.3 45.3 60.8 45.5 6.2 

0 



TABLE 2 

Deflection w (103) in. from Torsion Tests 

Deg. Side 
lbs 

LINE I LINE II LINE III LINE IV 

w22 
w20+w24 w21+w23 

22 
w02+W42 w12+w32 w 

22 
w00+w44 w11+w33 h 

22 
w04-1-w40 w13+w31 

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

0 A 10 80.4 80.0 80.0 80.0 79.4 73. 8 79.6 3. 3 60. 7 81.0 162.8 101. 4 
B 80.0 82.0 81.4 82.6 83.4 83.6 82.0 3.9 64.5 79.6 160.8 96.4 

Mean 80.2 81.0 80.7 81.3 81.4 78.7 80.8 3.6 62.6 80.3 161.8 98.9 

222 A 10 64.6 51.1 62.2 64.5 68.6 65.8 63.3 3.6 52.6 65.6 109.6 76.0 
B 65.2 51.3 61.2 64.3 70.2 67.4 66.7 4.4 46.6 64.0 108.4 78.4 

Mean 64.9 51.2 61.7 64.4 69.4 66.6 65.0 4.0 49.6 64.8 109.0 77.2 

45 A 10 48.6 43.0 47.6 49.4 42.2 47.6 48.8 2.4 32.6 49.4 71.6 54.3 
B 49.8 43.8 48.2 49.8 42.6 47.2 50.0 2.8 33.4 48.6 71.6 55.7 

Mean 49.2 43.4 47.9 49.6 42.4 47.4 49.4 2.6 33.0 49.0 71.6 55.0 

672 A 10 65.7 72.2 69.2 64.8 51.4 62.4 67.0 1.7 53.8 67.4 112.5 78.6 
B 64.3 67.8 64.6 65.0 51.8 ' 

57.6 64.2 2.3 50.2 63.4 106.7 75.4 
Mean 65.0 70.0 66.9 64.9 51.6 60.0 65.6 2.0 52.0 65.4 109.6 77.0 

90 A 10 80.7 77.7 74.7 81.4 79.6 81.1 81.6 4.2 63.2 80.4 154.8 98.8 
B 81.3 80.7 81.7 82.0 82.0 82.1 81.4 3.6 62.4 80.2 154.2 96.4 

Mean 81.0 79.2 78.4 81.7 80.8 81.6 81.5 3.8 62.8 80.3 154.5 97.6 

P 

' 

2 



TABLE 3 

Observed values of aid 

(a) Bending 

29 

Angle 
deg Line 

P 

lb 

w(unit = 10- in. ) 

outside inside mean 

0 I 120 60.9 57.2 59.0 

II 120 -2.6 -0.8 -1.7 

III 120 56.4 56.8 56.6 

IV 120 58.0 63.6 60.8 

from 90° 

22 I 60 46.9 50.8 48.8 

II 60 -7.1 -6.4 -6.8 

III 60 43.4 64.4 53.9 

IV 60 44.5 56.0 50.3 

45 I 40 49.1 50.8 49.9 

II 40 -12.0 -13.6 -12.8 

III 40 46.3 47.6 46.9 

IV 40 46.3 47.2 46.7 

671 
2 

I 40 61.7 64.0 62.8 

II 40 -3.4 -4.4 -3.9 

III 40 60.8 60.0 60.4 

IV 40 60.2 55.6 57.9 

90 I 40 56:8 55.2 56.0 

II 40 1.2 8.4 4.8 

III 40 54.8 56.0 55.4 

IV 40 54.6 61.6 58.1 

Observed aid 

(unit = 10 -6 in2 /Ib) 

0.663 all = 

a12 = -0.019 

all + a12 = 0.636 

all + a12 = 0.683 

a = 1.887 
22 

a11= 1.096 

a12 = -0.153 

ail + ai2 + a16 = 1.211 

ail + a12 - a16 = 1.130 

a22 = a11 = 
2.117 

a'11= 1.682 

a12 = 
-O. 431 

al1 
+al2+a16= 1.581 

a" + a" - a" = 1. 574 
11 12 16 

a22 = al1 = 
1.682 

all = 2.117 

12 
= -0.131 

ai + a12 a16 = 2.036 

a°' + a"' - a"' = 1.951 
11 12 16 

a22 - al1 = 
1.096 

1.887 a22 = 

a12 = 0.162 

a22 a12 = 1.866 

a22 a12 = 1.956 + 



(b) Torsion 

Angle 

deg Line 

P 

lb 

w(unit = 103 in. ) 

outside inside mean 

0 I 10 0.4 0.4 0.4 

II 10 0.6 6.2 3,4 

III 10 77.2 72.8 75.0 

IV 10 -81.5 -74.4 -78.0 

222 
2 

I 10 13.7 12.8 13.2 

II 10 -5.0 -8.8 -6.9 

III 10 61.0 61.6 61.3 

IV 10 -44.2 -49.6 -46.9 

45 I 10 5.8 5.2 5.5 

II 10 7.2 8.8 8.0 

III 10 46. 8 65. 6 56. 2 

IV 10 -22.6 -24.0 -23.3 

67 I 10 -5.0 -7.6 -6.8 

II 10 13.3 19.6 16.5 

III 10 63.6 54.4 59.0 

IV 10 -44. 2 -46. 4 -4S.3 

90 I 10 1.8 10.4 6.1 

II 10 0.9 0.4 0.6 

III 10 77.7 74.8 76.3 

IV 10 -74.2 -69.2 -71.7 

30 

TABLE 3 ( continued) 

Observed aid 

(unit = 10 -6 in2 /1b) 

a__ = 7.716 

- 
a66 

= -8.020 

a' - 1.363 a16 - 

a26 = -0.710 

a16 + a26 + a66 = 6.307 

a16 + a26 - a66 = -4.825 

a16 = 5.658 

a26 = 0.823 

a16 
+ a26 + a66 = 5. 782 

a16 + a26 - afi6 = -2. 398 

a16 = -0.648 

a26 
= 1.692 

a16 + a26 + afi6 = 6.070 

a16 
+ 

a26 
- 
a66 = -4. 660 

a66 = 7.845 

- a66 = -7. 377 

- - -- 



TABLE 4 

Observed and calculated values of aid (unit = 10 -6 in2 /lb) 

Angle 
deg. 

all a12 a16 a22 a26 a66 
obs'd calc'd obs'd calc'd obs'd calc'd obs'd calc'd obs'd calc'd obs'd calc'd 

0 0.663* --- 0.019 --- 1.887 --- 7.739 

222 1.096 1.486 -0.153 -0.663 1.528 1.721 2.117 2.352 -0.679 -0.855 5.466 5.164 

45 1.682 2.563 -0.431 -1.307 0.694 0.612 1.682 2.563 0.694 0.612 4.090 2.588 

671 2.117 2.352 -0.131 -0.663 -0.648 -0.855 1.096 1.486 1.692 1.721 5.365 5.164 

90 1.887 1.887 0.162 -0.019 0.663 0.663 -- 7.739 7.739 

* See sample calculations in Appendix I 

2 

--- --- 

--- 



TABLE 5 

Observed and calculated values of Bid (unit = 106 lb /in2) 

Angle 
deg 

1311 B12 B16 B22. 26 B 66 

obs'd calc'd obs'd calc'd obs'd calc'd obs'd calc'd obs'd calc'd obs'd calc'd 

0 1. 509* 0.015 0 0.530 0 0. 129 

221 1.495 1.069 -0.027 0.183 -0.421 -0.326 0.493 0.441 0.162 0.012 0.309 0.286 
2 

45 0.729 0.647 0.256 0.388 -0.167 -0.245 0.729 0.647 -0.167 -0.245 0.301 0.502 

672 0.493 0.472 -0.640 0.196 0.080 0.013 1.786 1.144 -0.571 -0.284 0.376 0.306 

90 0. 530 0. 015 0 1. 509 0 0. 129 

* See sample calculations in Appendix I 

B .. 

--- 



TABLE 6 

Observed and calculated values of Did (unit = 104 in /lb) 

Angle 
deg. 

D11 D D12 D16 D22 D26 D66 

obs'd calc'd obs'd calc'd obs'd calc'd obs'd calc'd obs'd calc'd obs'd calc'd 

* 
0 1.572 --- 0.016 0 0.552 0 0.135 

222 1.558 1.113 -0.028 0.190 -0.439 -0.340 0.513 0.460 0.169 0.013 0.322 0.298 

45 0.760 0.674 0.264 0.404 -0.174 -0.255 0.760 0.674 -0.174 -0.255 0.314 0.523 

672 0.514 0.492 -0.067 0.204 0.083 0.014 1.860 1.191 -0.595 -0.296 0.392 0.319 

90 0.552 0.016 0 1.572 0 0.135 

* See sample caluclations in Appendix I 

--- 
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PART III 

THE NONORTHOTROPIC PLATE EQUATION IN TERMS OF 
FINITE- DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS 

The nonorthotropic plate equation 

4 4 4 4 4 

D11 
8 

4 +.4D16 83 
+ 4 D g(3) 

8x 8x ax 8 8x8y 8y 

given in (2, p. 141) and derived in Appendix III will be expressed in 

terms of finite- difference equations. 

1. Finite -Difference Equations for Uniformly Loaded Plates 

The finite -difference equations will be written for the central 

18 x 18 in. square of the plates as shown in Figure 2. 

The application of finite -difference equations to the solution 

of difficult structuralproblems is in large measure comparable to the 

technique now used to surmount mathematical difficulties in the solu- 

tion of indeterminate structures. Generally, due either to variations 

in the shape and size of the members or irregularities in the loading 

pattern, the integration of the moment curves involve lengthy and 

difficult mathematical manipulations. To avoid such intricate opera- 

tions the required integrations of the various functions are approxi- 

mated by the summation of a number of specific values which repre- 
sent the average area for a finite segment. This substitution of the 

`u +2(D 2+2I6) w D22 
ay 
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numerical procedure of summation for the more precise operation 

of integration is similar to the replacement of the differential equa- 

tion by the approximate finite -difference equation. 

Just as the replacement of an integral by the summation pro- 

cedure involves the use of average values of the ordinates, so the 

replacement of a derivative by finite difference is based on taking 

the difference of average values of the ordinates. Therefore it is 

evident from geometrical considerations of Figure 13 that if 

w= f(x), then 
f 

40 41 42 43 44 

Y 

30 31 2 33 34 

x 
20 21 22 23 24 

10 11 12 13 14 

00 01 02 03 04 

Figure 13. The grid for the finite- difference equations. 
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the slope at point 22 may be approximated by (4, p. 64 -81) 

aw 
ax 

22 

36 

(w23 w22) 
the first forward difference quotient 

[81 1 

e 22 h (w22 - w the first backward difference quotient 

As an alternate and improved approximation the mean value 

of the forward and backward difference quotients may be obtained; 

this value is called the first central difference quotient. 

[awl 1 w23 - w22 w22 - w21 )w 1 

ax 2\ h + h / 2h (W23 w21) 
- 22 

(4) 

The first central difference quotient will be used in this paper. 

To approximate the second derivative at point22 choice can 

be made of the three forms above. By the first central difference 

quotient the second derivative may be approximated by taking the 

first central difference quotient of the first central difference quo- 

tient as follows: 

_a 2w 1 

( 
W24 - w22 w22 - w20\_ 1 

8 x2 2h \ 2h 
_ 

2h / 4h2(w24 - 2w -F w2o) 

22 

This form, however, involves values of w at points which are two 

grid points away from the point of interest 22. Since the second de- 

rivative at 22 will depend more on the points 23 and 21 than on the 

1 

=171 - 

_ 

- 
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points farther removed, the second derivative may be approximated 

by taking the first forward difference quotient of the first backward 

difference quotient. The second derivative may also be taken as the 

rate of change of slope at 22; thus 

a 2w 1 

\ 
w23 - w22 w22 - w21 w23 - 2w22 

+ w21) 
x2 

h h h ) h2 
a 22 

Similarly, the third derivative may be approximated by 

a 33 á2a 2 2) 
_ 

ax 22 a ax J 22 

1 aw 
[(Z) - 2 (8xaw ) (ax 

23 22 21 

1 

( 

w24 - w22 w23 - w21 + w22 - w20 
h2 2h h 2h 

and the fourth derivative by 

a4w a2w a2 
(a2 1 a2w 

[3 
= x2 x2 \ax2 ) h 2 \ax2 22 22 23 

- 2 
a2w 

ax2 

- h4 w24 - 2w23 +w22) -2(w23 - 2w22 
+ W21) +( 22- 2w21 

= 
h4 

(w24 - 4w23 + 6w22 - 4 + w20) 

Similarly in the y- direction derivatives may be approximated by 

aw 
= 

1 

a y 2h (wl 2- w32) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

3 h 

h 

1 

2h3 ( w2 
- 2w23 + 2w21 - w20) 

2w +(a +(a2w) 
\ \a x2 / 22 21 

22 

= 
` 
/ 

11 

J 



a2w 
[ay2 

4w 

ayo 
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22 

22 

1 

(w12 

(w 
02 

- 2w22 

4w12 
12 

+ w32) 

6w22 22 4w32 32 w 42 

(9) 

(10) 

h2 

- 1 
- h4 

The mixed second derivative may be approximated by 

2 
a w 
axay 22- ax 

a aw. 1 aw 
2h ax12 

aw 
(8y2 

2 ax ) 32 

1 w13 - wll w33 - w31 
- 2h ( 2h 2h 

1 

s 4h2 ( w13 
- 

w11 - w33 
+ w31) 

and the mixed fourth derivative by 

r 
a 4w ^a2 a2w 1 021.0a?w 2(2 2[(a2w'\ -2 i + 

\ ) h L\ / a x , J ax ay 22 `a ay 22 ax 12 22 a 32 

1 wl 

h2 

- 2w12+w11 w23 2w22 

h2 h2 

w33 - 2w3 + w31 

h2 J 

H33+w13+wii +w -2(w +w +w +w ) - +w31 32 12 23 21 
h 

+ 4w221 (12) 

= 

Y 

- + - + 

- 

- 

) 

J 

1 
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and the mixed fourth derivative with the third derivative in the x- 

direction by 

ra4w , _^a (a 3w1 1 

(aw 
Lax3ay_ 22 

áY \ax3 22 2h3 2Y 24 

8w +2 aw aw ) 
aY) CaY) (a y 

23 21 20° 

1 ^w14-w34 
2 

(w13 w33 wl1w31) w10w30 
2h3 

3 2h 2h ) ( 2h 2h 

1 w -w -w. +w -2(w -w -w +w A (13) 
4h4 

L 14 34 10 31 
The mixed fourth derivative with the third derivative in the y- 

direction becomes 

[ 84w _;-a ja3w 1 aw 

-2M 
aw +1 _ax8 Y 

3 
' ax \a 3) 2h3 (ax (ax 

J 22 ` Y 22 02 12 32 42 

1 -W03 w01 

2h 3- 2h 

1 

4h4 

2 
(w13 wl 1 ( 33 w31 `v43 - w41 

2h +2I 2h 2h 

w03 -w01-w43+w41 -2(w13 -wll w33+w31)1 (14) 

Since the partial differential equation to be solved is 

4 4 4 4 4 

D11 
a 

4+ 4D16a 3 +2(D12 + 2D66) 2 2+ 4D26 
8 

3+ D22a 4=g, (3) 
a x ax ay ax ay ax ay ay 

the required partial derivatives at point 22 may be expressed in 

terms of the deflections at 22 and the neighboring points as follows: 

-2 

) 
` 

I\ 

w 



84w 1 

8 x4 22 h4 2 
- -4w21 4w23 + 6w22 +w20) 

40 

(7) 

(34w- 

3 
14[714 - w 34 - w 10 -2(w - w - w +w d 31 (13) 

x ay- 4h 
30 13 33 11 

22 

84w 1 -2(w +w +w +w )+4w J j (12) [w33+w13+wiiw3i 32 12 23 21 22 

84w 1 [03 -w 
01 

-w 
43 41 

+w -2(w 
13 

-w 
11 

a4w 1 - 
4 ( 

ay 
h 

22 

-4w12+ w22-4w32+w42) 

(14) 

(10) 

Since a differential equation expresses a functional relation- 

ship valid at any point, while a finite -difference equation expresses 

a relation for only one point, the replacement of a differential equa- 

tion by its finite -difference equivalent requires the writing of finite- 

difference equations for each point. In the case of a beam, slab, and 

a plate, approximations of the loads, shears, and moments at each 

point are expressed as linear functions of the deflections of the 

neighboring points. Thus the problem of solving a complicated dif- 

ferential equation is reduced to one of solving a number of simul- 

taneous linear algebraic equations. These simultaneous equations 

are written for each grid intersection or node point. The number of 

equations may be reduced if the plate possesses symmetry. 

-, 

ax2ay 
22 

h4 

- -w 
33 

+w 
31 J .axay3 4h4 

J 

( 

- 
L L 
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The grid system may be made infinitely small; the smaller 

the grid spacing, the greater will be the number of simultaneous 

equations derived, and the more closely will the solution of the equa- 

tions approximate that of a rigorous mathematical solution of the 

differential equation. 

Grid systems of 3 x 3 in. and 4 1/2 x 4 1/2 in. were investi- 

gated in order to determine the size of grid that must be used on the 

plates to obtain reasonable predictions of structural behavior. The 

results were found to vary only by O. 5 %; therefore, the grid of 

4 1/2 x 4 1/2 in. will be used here. 

The finite -difference equations for the neighboring points 

were obtained by drawing the grid on a transparent paper the central 

point of which was placed over the point on the plate where the equa- 

tion was desired and by replacing the deflections w in the finite - 

difference equation for the central point 22 by the deflections on the 

plate at the points that fell under the original deflections in the equa- 

tion for point 22 on the transparent paper as shown in Figure 15. 

The fictitious deflections at the points that fall outside of the 

plate can be expressed in terms of real ones if the plate in question 

is imagined to be a part of an infinitely large plate loaded with a 

checker pattern. The large plate is imagined to be supported on a 

grid of the size of the smaller plate. Then the deflections at any 
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point on one plate is equal to the deflection at a certain point on the 

neighboring plate. The determination of the corresponding points is 

shown in Figure 14. 
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Figure 14.(a) Loading pattern for fictitious deflections. 
(b) Deflection curve in the x- direction. 
(c) Deflection curve in the y- direction. 
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Figure 14(a) shows the loading pattern for obtaining the de- 

flections for the points that fall outside of a simply supported plate; 

moment is zero along the edges. The deflection curves in the x- 

direction and in the y- direction are shown in Figure 14(b) and (c), 

respectively. From (a) it is seen that the deflection at point 19 is 

equal to the negative deflection at point 23 rather than at point 21; 

this phenomenon becomes quite obvious for plates which have the 

face plies at oblique angles with the axes. 
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Figure 15. The method of obtaining finite -difference equations 
for points other than the center. 
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Figure 15 shows the pattern from which the required finite- 

difference equations may be obtained easily at point 11 since the 

central point 22 of the transparent paper is over point 11 of the 

plate. 

The fourth derivative in the x- direction at point 11 is obtained 

by replacing in Equation (7) the subscripts by those shown in Figure 

15 on the right hand side. Thus, 

84w 1 

8x4 
11 h4 (w13 

- 4w12 12 + 6w11 - 4w10 + w09) 

From Figure 14(a) it is seen that w09 = -w13; moreover, 

the deflections over the supports are equal to zero, i, e. , w10 

Thus, 

8 w 1 

7-.17-(-4w12 + 6w11) x4 4 11 

11 

similarly 

r- 
11 

83 
4w 
w 

C_- w23 w23 w23 -2(-w 
22 ^ 14 (2w22-2w23) 

-ax ay 4h 4h 

[8 4w 

8x28¡ 2J 
_ 4 [w22-2(w21+w12)+4w 

y Y1 

-2w12 -2w21 
21 

+w22) 

= 0. 

14 
- 

"ax 

h 
(4w11 1 



4w 

xay3 8 4h4 
-- 11 

8 4w 

ay4 
1 1 

-w3 - w -2(-w 1 
(2w22 - 2w32) 

4h 

= h4 

r 
w31 + 6w1 - 4w21 +w31 = 

h4 
(6w11 -4w21). 
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The finite -difference equations will be simplified by the con- 

siderations of symmetry as was stated before. Figure 16 shows the 

effect of symmetry and the points at which the simultaneous equa- 

tions must be written. 
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Figure 16. The effect of symmetry on plywood plates. 
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w 32 w 12 w 32 w 12 - 

w33 ® w11 

Equations are required at node points 

0° & 90° 

w32 
_ 

w12 

w33 wl l 

22 1/2° & 67 1/2° 45° 

11, 12, 21, 22 11, 12, 13, 21, 22 11,12,13,21,22. 

The partial derivatives for various plates at the points where 

equations are needed as shown in Figure 16 can be expressed in 

terms of the deflections at the neighboring points as follows: 
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0 22 
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When the constants D. from Table 6 and also 1/h 4 that ap- 

pears in the partial derivatives are replaced by their numerical 

values, the nonorthotropic plate equation is expressed in terms of 

finite- difference equations as follows: 

Angle 
(deg.) 

0 

22 1 /2 

Node 

22 

21 

12 

11 

22 

21 

Simultaneous equations 

55.622w 
11 

-163. q=0 

-163.335w11+ 27.81iwi2+366.424w21-181.156w22-q=0 

-362.313w11+366.424w12+ 27.811w21- 81.667w22-q=0 

366. 424w1 
1-181 . 156w12- 81.667w21- 13.905w22-q= 0 

44.773w11-243.084w12+108.569w13-370.479w21 

+383.502w22 -q= 0 

-104.959w11+ 76,671w12-138.125w13+383.502w21 

-185.240w22 --q=0 

1.2 

13 

. 

. . 
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12 -185.874w11+383.502w12-184.606w13+ 76.671w21 

-121.542w 
22 

- q = 0 

11 383.502w11-185.874w12 -104.959w21 

+ 22.387w22 - q = 0 

13 -184.606w12+383.502w13-138.125w21 

+ 54.285w22-q=0 

45 22 91.694w11-414.375w +191.190w13-414:375w21 
12 

+480.121w22 

21 -194.751w11+ 141 .442w12- 219..625w13- 480.121w21 

-207.188w22 

- q = 0 

= 0 

12 -194.751w11+480.121w12-219.625w13+141.442w21 

-207.180w22 - q = 0 

11 480.121w11-194.751w12 -.194.751w21 

+ 45.847w22 - q = 0 

13 -219.625w12+480.121w13-219.625w21 

+ 95.595w22 - q = 0 

Since the plates are square, the deflections of the plates 

with the face grain at 67 1/2 and 90 degrees can be expressed in 

terms of the deflections of the plates with the face grain at 22 1/2 

and 0 degrees, respectively. Thus, only the plates of 0, 22 1/2, 

. 

- .q 

- 

.. 
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and 45 degrees need be investigated. In the tests the deflections of 

the plates of 67 1/2 and 90 degrees were included in the deflections 

of the plates of 22 1/2 and 0 degrees, respectively. 
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PART IV 

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS FOR VERIFYING 
THE DEFLECTION THEORY 

FOR PLYWOOD PLATES 

In order to test the validity of the methods used in computing 

the deflections, the deflections were observed in laboratory tests 

on simply supported, 18.x 18 in. square plates under uniform load- 

ing. 

The plates used in this set of tests were the same as used in 

the torsion tests. The plates were supported on 1/8 -inch edge along 

the four sides. For the uniform loading 516- inch -diameter - 

shot was used. To hold the leadshot on the plates, a square 18 x 18 

in. and 4 in. high box without a bottom, or a frame, was made of 

1/16-inch thick sheet metal as shown in Figure 18. The frame was 

stiffened along the four sides by 3/4 x 3/4 x 1/8 in. angles. C- 

clamps were used to hold the frame on the plates when the load was 

placed. 

Timoshenko (7, p. 85) has shown that the corners of a square 

plate under uniform loading have the tendency to rise and that this 

rising is prevented by concentrated reactions at the corners. In 

the tests performed here the corner reactions were provided by 

placing point supports at the corners. These point supports were 

. 
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also placed at the third -points along each side of the frame in order 

to bring the plates to bear evenly on the edge support, see Figure 

18. Placing the frame on the point supports on top of the plates al- 

lowed the plates to rotate freely. 

The loading of 5/16-inch-diameter leadshot was selected be- 

cause one layer of 18 x 18 inches weighed 30 lbs. Thus the placing 

of a uniform loading on the plates was facilitated considerably. 

Consequently, the load was placed and the deflections were observed 

at increments of 30 lbs. The maximum loading, the loading that de- 

flected the plates approximately one -tenth of the thickness of the 

plates, or 0. 5010 in. , was 240 lbs; Figure 19 shows the method of 

loading. 

The deflections were observed at the grid points first on one 

side, or side A, and then the plates were reversed and the deflec- 

tions were observed in the opposite direction, or on side B. These 

observations were made at the load increments of 30 lbs. as men- 

tioned above. Figure 17 shows the arrangement of the deflection 

gauges under the plates at the grid points. The deflection observa- 

tions under the maximum uniform loading are shown in Figure 20. 

The observed deflections from the tests were plotted against 

the load at increments of 30 lbs. for the uniformly loaded plates. 

The experimental deflections to be compared against those computed 
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from the finite -difference equations were obtained from the -de- 

flection curves as explained before and shown in Figure 21. 

Since the number of the simultaneous equations was small, 

the Doolittle method was employed in solving these equations. 

Table 7 gives the observed and the theoretical deflections; 

the percentage of discrepancy based on the computed deflections is 

also shown. 
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Figure 17. Deflection gauges and edge supports in the uniform 
loading tests. 
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Figure 18. The frame for holding the uniform load on the plates. 
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Figure 19. Uniform load on the plates. 
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Figure 20. Deflection observations in the uniform loading tests. 
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TABLE 7 

Observed and calculated deflections and percent discrepancy 

64 

1 

Angle 

2 

Node 

3 

P 

4 5 

q 

6 

De fie et ions 

7 

Difference 

8 

Discrep- 
pricy Obs'd* Calc'd 

deg. lbs. lbs /in.2 in. 

240 

in. in. Vo 

0 22 240 0.0466 0.0111 +23.8 - 0.0577 
182 

21 0.0417 0.0334 0.0083 +24.8 

12 0.0422 0.0342 0.0080 +23.4 

11 0.0308 0.0246 0.0062 +25.2 

222 22 0.0500 0.0399 0.0101 +25.3 

21 0.0357 0.0286 0.0071 +24.8 

12 0.0367 0.0293 0.0074 +25.3 

11 0.0288 0.0230 0.0058 +25.2 

13 0.0258 0.0205 0.0053 +25.8 

45 22 0.0405 0.0295 0.0110 +37.3 

21 0.0297 0.0215 0.0082 +38.1 

12 0.0297 0.0215 0.0081 +37.7 

11 0.0219 0.0162 0.0057 +35.2 

13 0.0210 0.0154 0.0056 +36.4 

* Observed deflections were obtained from load -deflection curves as shown in Figure 21. 

The plus sign in Table 7, column 8 shows that the observed values of the deflections are greater than 
those calculated. 

1 

s 
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CONCLUSIONS 

(1) The bending tests on plates supported on three ball bear- 

ings were anticipated to give the most reliable values for the elastic 

constants; the plates were free to bend and curl. However, the ob- 

served deflections were even more than 100 percent greater than 

those computed. It was discovered that the bending moment in the 

x- direction was not uniform transversly across the plates along the 

lines through ball bearings as was assumed. The overhang of the 

plates was not long enough in comparison with the thickness of the 

plates to permit a uniform bending along a line through the point 

support. 

(2) The effect of initial warping of the plywood plates proved 

undesirable in the bending tests on plates freely supported. Before 

the warp of the plates was straightened out and the plates were 

brought to bear uniformly on the supports by initial loading, consi- 

derable deflections were imposed. Since a half of the total loading 

was needed to correct the effect of initial warping, the deflections 

obtained could not be considered very reliable; the distinction could 

not be made where the warping ceased and the curling began. How- 

ever, the differences between the observed and the computed values 

of deflections diminished considerably over those obtained from the 
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tests on the plates resting on three ball bearings. 

(3) Under the circumstances of the tests, the bending tests 

on plates clamped over the supports proved to give the most reliable 

values for the elastic constants to be used in the finite -difference 

equations for the deflections, As mentioned before, the final elas- 

tic constants for the plates were derived from the tests on the plates 

with the face grain making angles of 0 and 90 degrees with the axes 

of the plates. 

(4) The properties of plywood vary to a great extent from 

point to point; therefore, the reliability of the experimental values 

are effected considerably. 

(5) In order to derive reliable elastic constants for plywood 

plates, tests should be repeated on several plates cut from different 

sheets of plywood. Thus, the discrepancies caused by the nonuni- 

form structure would be minimized. However, such an extensive 

study is beyond the scope of this paper; only the method of solving 

problems on plywood plates is intended to be outlined here. There- 

fore, the results obtained in this paper are to be considered tenta- 

tive. 
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APPENDIX I 

SAMPLE CALCULATIONS 

1. The Determination of Elastic Constants from the Deflections 

Oo Plate 

all from bending test 

P = 120 lbs. , along line I, w mean = 59.0(10 in.(see Table 3) 

all = 13.481(10 ) 

-4 
P 

-3 

= 13.481(10-4) 59. 1200 ) 

0.663(10-6) in2 /lb. , see Table 4. 

L 
1 1 3 (a22a66 - a26 ) 

` all a12 a16 

- a12 a22 a26 -a11a22a66+a 16a26 a16a22-a11a26-a12a66 

a16 a26 a66 

2 2 2 

substituting the values of a,. from Table 4 gives 

B11 = 1 -6 3 1.887(10-6)7.739(10 6d = 1. 509(106) lb/in,? 
9.673 (10 ) 

see Table 5 

3 
t 

D11 12 (fi (B11 ) 

3 a _ (0120) (1 50x)(106) 

= 1. 572 (1 04) in. lb. , see Table 6 

= 

A 

+ 

2 

i1 

- 
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APPENDIX II 

1. The Generalized Hooke' s Law 

An elastic body is called isotropic if its elastic properties are 

the same in all directions and anisotropic if its elastic properties are 

different in different directions. In the study of problems of equili- 

brium of an elastic body under small strains, it is usually assumed 

that the body follows the generalized Hooke's law, in agreement in 

which the strain components are linear functions of the stress com- 

ponents. The generalized Hooke' s law in the most general case of 

anistropy can be written in the form (8, p. 25-31): 

a11z+a12y+a13z +a14 zy+a15 zz +a ÿx 

= a 0- +a a- +a a- +a T +a T +a T 21x 22 y 23 z 24 zy 25 xz 26 yx 

Ez ® a31z+a32 ÿ+a33 z+a34 zy+a35 zz+s36 ÿx 
(15a -f) 

Yz = a410 
x 43 y 

+a o- + z+ a44 z+ a45 + a46T x Y Y Y 

Yxz 
=a 51z+a52 ÿ+a53 z+a54Tzy+a55 zz+a56 Tyx 

Y x= a61 z+ +a o- 
+ a63 z+ a64Tz + a65 Xz + a66T x Y y Y Y 

E 

X 
= 

E 

y 



z 

Y 

Figure 22. Stresses on an element of anisotropic material. 

In equations (15a -f) the constants a.. are expressed as follows: 
iJ 

a 1/ 
11 x, a21-uyx/ x, a =u u /E x x, a 41=1/Gzyl, 

a =u /E a =1/E , 
12 xy y, a22=1 y 

a13-uxz /Ez, a23 
/E z, 

a14 1/ zyl, a24-1/ zÿ , 

a32 =u/ y} 

a33=1 /Ez, 

a34=1/ z Y, 

=1/G 2 
y, 

a 
43 1 /Gzy3, 

a44=1 /G 4 zy, 

a 
a15 

1/G 
zl, a25=1/ zz2, a35 =1/G 

z3, a45-1 /Gxz4 

alb 1/ yxl, a26-1/ =1/G ÿx-, 
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a51=1 / Gxzl, a 
61-1 ÿx1 1/G 

a52=1/G xz , a62 1/G x Y 

a53=1 /GXz3 a63=1/G 
Y 

X3 

a 
54-1 /Gxz4 a64 

1/0 x Y 

a 55=1 /GXZ5 a65=1/G 5 yx 

=1/G a=1 /G 4 a -1 /G 5 a66 
1/G 

y x Y yx3, yx, x 

(16a) 

By Maxwell' s reciprocal theorem the following equalities can be ob- 

tained: 

zx 

zy Y Y, 

3 

a 



a21 
= a12 a43 ® a34 a61 ® a16 

a31 
= a13 

a32 
_ 

a23 

a41 
= a14 

a42 = a24 

a51 
= a15 a62 = a26 

a52 - a25 a63 a36 

a53 
= a35 

a54 = a45 

a64 
e 

a46 

a6.5 
= a56 
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(16b) 

and equations (15a -f ) can be expressed as follows in 21 independent 

elastic constants: 

Ex 
=a ll z +a12ÿ 

+a13 z +a14Tz 
+a15 Xz +a T 

x Y y 16y 

ey = a 
12 x +a22ÿ +a23 z +a24 xz +a25 xz +a26 yx 

= a o- +a o- +a +a T o-. +a T +a T x+a23 y 33 z 34 zy 35 xz _.36 yx 
(17a -f) 

Y zy - a 14 
x+a24 ÿ+a34 z+a44zy+a45 xz+a 6 ÿx 

-y =a _ 
al5 +a z+a45Tzy+a55 xz+a56Tyx 

Yyx - a16 +a ÿ+a36 z+a46Tzy+a56 xz+a66Tyx 

If there is internal symmetry in the body, then also the elastic 

properties will exhibit symmetry. The expressions for generalized 

Hooke' s law simplify in the presence of elastic symmetry. 

In case of one plane of elastic symmetry; such as, in plywood 

the plane perpendicular to the z -axis, the general Hooke's law simplifies 

= 

E 

+a35 



(2, p. 14): 

Ex = 11x + a126y + a13z + a16 ÿx 

= a12z + a220-y + a23z + a26 ÿx 

EZ =a136x+a23oy+a33°z +a36ÿx 

.y =a - a44T 
+a 

a 45 zy zz 

=a 
Yxz a45 z y 

+a 
a 55 zz 

yyx - a16crx + a26°ry + a36°rz + a66 ÿx 

2. Hooke' s Law Applied to Plywood Plates 
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(18a -f) 

Assuming that in plate problems the stress in the z- direction 

is small compared with the stresses in the x- and y- directions, vz 

can be disregarded in equations (18a -f). The following three equations 

will be used in developing the ordinary plate theory: 

Ex = a 
l 10- x+ a12Ty + a16 ÿx 

Ey a12x +a 
22° 

+a 
a26Tyx 

yyx = a16crx + a26c-y + a66Tyx 

(19a -c ) 

Lekhnitski (2, p. 136) has shown that when the equations 

(19a -c) are solved for the stress components and when the strain 
2 2 2 

components are replaced by E _ -za w, E _ a 
w, 82w 

x 
a x2 y 8x2 yx axay 

I 

E 

Y 

z 

Y 
-2z 

z 



they yield 

a 2w a 2w a 2w 
vx = (B11 + B12a + 

2B16axa ) Y Y 

2 2 2 

w = -z (B12a 2 + B22a 2 2B26a 
w 

Y ax ay axay 

82w a 2w a 2w x = z(B16ax2 + B26a + 2B66axa 
) Y Y 
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(2 0a-c) 

t/2 t/2 t/2 
M rr zdz M zdz M T zdz (21a-c) 

x- = 

t/ 2 
Yt -t/2 2 

o- 

-t/2 y xy t/ 2 2Y 

The bending and twisting moments are obtained by integrating 

equations (21a-c) over the thickness of the plate. 

2 2 2 

= -(Blla 2 + Bä 2 + 2B16ä w) t3/12 
ax ay axay 

2 2 2 

_ - (B12a Z + B22a 2 + 2B26a ) t3/12 w 
(22a-c) 

a x a y axay 

2 2 2 

X = -(B16 2 B26a 2 + 2B66- w 
) t3/12 

Y ax ay axay 

The constants B., are given in terms of a., as follows: 
li 13 

B11 0 (a22a66 -a26) B22 o(alla66 -a16) 

B12 0 (a16a26-a12a26) B66 0(alla22-a12) (23a -c) 

1 

a x a ax 

x.x 

M 
Y 

2 

B16 0 (a12a26-a16a22) B26 (a12a16-a11a26) 

Mx 

1 
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The constants D.. which appear in the nonorthotropic plate equation 

are given by the relationship 

all a12 a16 

0 = a12 a22 a26 

a16 a26 a66 

3 

pi,) 
e 

12 (Bi, ) 
(24) 

2 2 2 
_ al 

1a22a66 + 2a12a16a26 a16a22 -a11a26 
-a12a66 (25) 
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APPENDIX III 

1. Differential Equation of the Deflection Surface for Nonorthotropic 

Plate 

It is assumed that the loading acting on a plate is normal to 

its surface and that the deflections are small in comparison with the 

thickness of the plate. At the boundary it is assumed that the edges 

of the plate are free to move in the plane of the plate; thus the reac- 

tive forces are normal to the plate. With these assumptions any 

strain in the middle plane of the plate during bending can be neglected. 

An element cut out of the plate by two pairs of planes parallel to the 

xz- yz- planes, as shown in Figure 23, is considered; the coordinate 

axes are x and y in the middle plane of the plate and the z -axis per- 

pendicular to that plane. 

am 
M + Y dy 

Y ay 
\ 

M 
M X+ 

a 
ÿX dy 

dx am 

,-Mx + a x dx 

/ 

am 
M + ax dx 

xy 

aQ aQ 
Y 

Y 
QY + a 

d - . . 
_ Qx + ax 

Y 

Figure 23. Moments and shearing forces on an element of a plate. 

1 
\ 
\ ' 

dx 

aa .i' 
\ 
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In addition to the bending moments M and M and the twisting mo- 
x y 

ment M , which are considered in the pure bending of a plate, 
xy 

there are vertical shearing forces acting on the sides of the element. 

The magnitudes of these shearing forces per unit length parallel to 

the y- and x -axes are denoted by Q and Q , respectively, 
y 

so that 

t/2 t/2 
Q = T dz Q = T dz (26a-b) 

x -t /2 
z x y -t /2 zy 

Since the moments and shearing forces are functions of the 

coordinates x and y, in discussing the conditions of equilibrium of 

the element, the small changes of these quantities when the coordi- 

nates x and y change by the small quantities dx and dy must be 

taken into consideration. 

The stresses on the xz- and yz- planes, T and T , are ob- 
xz yz 

tained from the equations of equilibrium (5, 

86 8T a x yx zx 

p. 76) 

0 
ax 8y az 

aT 8v 8T 

0 
(27a -b) 

8xy + ÿ 8zy 
= 

since T = T = 0 at the external surfaces zx zy 

where z = f t/2 

x 

= 

_r____ 
ay 

+ 
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Differentiating Equation (20a -c) with respect to x and y so that the 

partial derivatives needed in Equation (27a -b) are obtained gives 

aaX 
(B11 

a 
3w 

+ B12a 3Z + 2B16a 2w 

ax ay ax ax ay 

a o a3w 3w a3w a3w 
ax -z (B12 

ax 2a 
+ B22 

3 
+ 

2B26axa 2 Y Y Y 

(28a -d) 
aT yx 
ay 

B 

a3w a3w a3w -z 
168x28 

+ B26 
a 

+ 

2B66axa 2 Y Y Y 

a x 3w 3w 3w 

ay 
z 

(B16 aX3 
+ 

2 ax 
+ 2B66 ) 

Y Y 

Substituting Equation (28a -d) in Equation (27a -b) gives 

a zx a3w a 3w a 3w a3w a3w 
a z - z [ 

B11 
-3 + B12 2 + 3B16 + 3B16 

2 
+ B26 

3 + 2B66 
+2B 

2 
ax ay ax ax ay ay ax ay 

(29a -b) 

DT y d - 3 w a - 3 w a3w a3w a w 
a z 

z[B12 2+ B16 3+2 3+ 3B26 + 2B66 
2 

ax ay ax ay ax ay ax ay 

Integrating Equation (29a -b) over the thickness of the plate yields 

z 3 3 

3 

a 
a 
a3w aw a3- zS [B 

+B +3B16 2+B+2B zdz x 2 
t 

11a x a Y ax ax ay ay x Y 

2 

= -z 3 

= 

) 

a B26 
ax 2 ax 

, 
- 

L 

3 

w 

r - 

- 

_ 



1 2 t2 a3w a3w a3w a3w 
-Tzx 

2 (z 4 )[B11aX3 
+3B16ax 

a + (B12+2B66)aa 2+B26 ] 

Y x Y ay 

similarly 

1 2 t2 a3w a3w a3w 
3w 

a w; 
-T y= 2(z - 4)LB16aX +(B12+2B66)ax 

a 
3B26 

6 axâ 2+B22a-31i 
Y Y Y 

Integrating Equation (26a -b) gives 

3 3 3 3 3 

Rx = -12 [Bl 
a 3+ 3B16 

2 w+ (B12+2B66). 
a 2+ B26 a 3 ] 

ax ax ay ax ay ay 

3 3 3 3 3 

Q= 
12 [B16 

a 
3 

w+ 
(Bi 82w +3B26 a 2+ B22a 3] Y ax ax ay ax ay ay 
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(30a -b) 

(31a-b) 

The middle plane of the element is represented in Figure 23 (a) and 

(b) and the directions in which the moments and forces are taken as 

positive are indicated. 

The load distributed over the upper surface of the plate must 

also be considered. The intensity of this load is denoted by q, so 

that the load acting on the element is q dx dy. 

ax 

1 

Y 



M 
yx 

Mxy 

M. 
aM 

{ Mx + 
ax 

x 
dx 

M + xY dx 
xy 8x 

aM 
My + 

aY 
dy 

aVIyx 
M + dy 

yx 

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 24., (a) The positive moments on the middle plane of an element of a plate. 

(b) The positive shearing forces on a plate. 

Projecting all forces acting on the element onto the z-axis, 

the following equations are obtained: 

from which 

aQ aQ 

a xx dxdy + 
a 

Y dydx + q dxdy = 0 
Y 

aQ a 

xX 
+ 

a 
y + 797' = 0 

Y 
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(32) 

(33) 
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Taking moments of all forces acting on the element with re- 

spect to the x-axis, the equation of equilibrium is obtained: 

am aM 

ax y 
dxdy 

Y 

Y dydx + Q 
Y 

dxdy = 0 (34) 

The moment of load q and the moment due to change in the 

force Q are neglected in this equation since they are small quanti- 

ties of a higher order than those retained. Thus, Equation (34) becomes 

y-axis, 

and 

am aM 
xY Y +Q = ax ay y 

(35) 

In the same manner, by taking moments with respect to the 

am am yx + x 
ay ax 

aQ 
x 

ax 

= 0 (36) 

aQ 
+ 

a 
+ q = 

Y 
(33) 

where q is the load per unit area perpendicular to the external sur- 

face. By substitution of the shear forces Equations (31a -b) inEquation 

(33) the equation for the deflection of a nonorthotropic plate is ob- 

tained: 

a4w a4w a4w a 4 a4w 
D1 1 4+ 4Di 

6 3+ 2 (D12+ 2D66) 
2 2+ 4D26 3+ D22 4_ ax axy ax ay ax ay ay 

(3) 

- 

Y 

0 

- Qx 

0 

q 

... 



APPENDIX IV 

1. Derivation of the General Deflection Equation for a Thin Plate 

Solving Equation (22a -c) from Appendix II 

12 M=- B 
a2w 

+ B a2w + 2B a2w t3 x ( 11 2 12a 2+ 
) Y Y 

12 a2w a2w a2w 

t3 
My= - (B2ax2 : + 2B 

6 axa ) Y 

12 a2w a2w a2w 
M t3 xy- -(B16ax + B26a 2+ 

2B 
66 axa Y Y 

2 2 

for a w, a w 

ax2 ay2 
and a gives 

axay 
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(22a-c) 

a2w 12 (AM +BM +CM ) 

ax2 t .!S, t x Y xy 

z 
ô2 t3(BMx+EM + ) 

Y y y 

2 
a w - 12 (GM + FM + HM 
ax ay t ® x Y xy ) 

(37a -c) 

+ B y 
Y 

2 22a 

+ 

2 
w 

0 

a 

t 0 A 
x 



In Equation (37 a- c ) 

2 2 A = B22B66 - 2B26 
E 

® 

B11B66 - B16 

B = 
B16B26- B16B66 F = B12B16 - B11B26 

C B12B26 - B16B22 G 
= B12B26 - B16B22 

2 
H B11B22 - B12 

D=-BB BI2B16B26+ B11 B12B66 
B16B22+ B26+ 

Integrating Equations (37a -c) gives the value of w 

2 2 12 
w =t3D[(AMx+BMy+CMXy)2 (BM x+EMy+FMxy)2 y 

+(GMB +H Xy)-x2y- +C x+C y+C3] 
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(38a -h) 

The constants of integration C1, C2, and C3 define 
the plane from which the deflections w are meas- 
ured. If this plane is taken tangent to the middle 
surface of the plate at the origin, the constants of 
integration must be equal to zero and the deflection 
surface is given by the equation 

w = D[(AMx +BM + C M 
Y Y 

+ (BM ;+EMT+FMxy)y2 2 

+ (GMB +FM +HMy)xy] 
(40) 

- 

= 

+ 
Y Y Y Y 

(39) 
Y y2 

t3D 



Equation (40) can be expressed as follows: 

6 

w®t3D 

Mx (Ax2 + By2 + Gxy) 

M (Bx2 + Ey2 + Fxy) 
Y 

Mxy(Cx2 + Fy + Hxy) 

Expressing Equation (41) in terms of B.. gives 
13 

6 wt3=D 
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(41) 

2) + ( B16B26 
)Mx [ (B2 B66B6x B12B66Y + (B12B26 B16B22)xy1 

+My [ (Bi 6B2 6 B12B6 6)x + (B11B6 6- 
Bi 

6 )Y + (B12B16 
B11B2 6)xY] 

+MxY[ 
(B12B26 B16B22)x 

+ 
(B1 

B16 Bl 
1B26)Y 

+(B 
l 

1B22-B1 
2 )xy] 

(42 -c) 

M 

-B11B22B66 2B121316B26+ Bi61322 + B111326 + B12B66 



Substituting a for B.. in Equation (42a) gives 
1J 1J 

3 6Mx 2 2 2 2 wlt 
` D02 {[(al lä66 ä16)(ä1 1a22 -a12) (ä12a16 -al lä26) ]x 

+[(a12a26-a16a22)(a12a16-a11a26) (a16a26-a12a66)(a11a22-a12) y2]} (43) 

- 2 (a16a26-a12a66 )(a 
12 

a 
16 

-a 
11 

a 
26 

) (a 
12 

a -a 
26 l6 a 

22 
) (a 

11 
a 

66 
-a 

16 
) x Y 

Multiplying out and collecting terms in Equation (43) give 

6M 

w1t3 = {[(a11a 22a66-a16a22-a12a66+2a12a16a26-a11a26)]x2 all 

2 2 

+[(a12a16a26- a16a22 -alla 6 +alla22a66 +ä12a16a26- a12a66)]Y2 
a12 

+[(a12a16a26-a12a66-a11a26+alla22a66+a 

The substitution of the value of 0 in Equation (44) gives 

6M 
wlt DA (all x2 + Y2 + a16xy) 

2ä16a26-a12 6a22)xy 
a16]} 

(44) 

(45) 

D02 

3 a12 

- 



Letting k = 
a11x2 

+ ai2y2 + a16xy in Equation (45) gives 

3 6Mx 
w 

k 
1t 

= 

Substituting the values of a.. for D in Equation (46) gives 
iJ 

w 1t3. 

6 M A2k 
2 2 

2a66-a26)(alla66 a16)(alla22 a12 
2(a7. 

6a26 -al 2a66)(al 2a26 a16a22)(a12a16-al 1a26 ) 

+(alla26-a16a22)2(alla66-a16 
+ (a22a66 a26)(a12a16a11a26)2+ (a16a26-a12a66)2(a11a22-a12) 

Multiplying out and collecting terms Equation 

w1t3 

6M 02k 

(47) gives 

1 

al 1a22a66+4a11 a12a16a22a26a66 -2a11 

-4a12a16a22a26-4a11a12a16a26-4a12a1 

+al1a26+2a11a12a26a66+a12a66 

-2a11 a22a26a6 6- 2a11 a12a22a66+4a12a16a26 

6a26a66+a1 6a 2+2a11a16a22a26+2a12a16a22a66 

By squaring the value of 4 or (x11 66 12 
2 2 +2a 

- a16a22 al 1a26 - 
a 2x66)? 

it is proved that the right hand member of Equation (48) is equal to 2; 

(46) 

(47) 

(48) 

1 

2 



thus Equation (45) becomes 

Similarly it can be shown that 

Equation (42b) yields 

and Equation (42c) yields 

w1t3 = 6Mx (al lx2+a12y2+a16xY) 

w2t3 
= 6M (a12x2+a22y2+a2 

w3t3 _ 6MxY(a16x2+a26Y2+a66xY) 

(49) 

(50) 

(51) 

Thus the GENERAL EXPRESSION for the deflection of a thin plate when it is subjected to uniform 

bending moments Mx and M and a uniform twisting moment M becomes 
x y xy 

wt3 = 6Mx (allx2+a12Y2 
+a16xY) 

+6M (a12x2+a22Y2+a26xY) 
Y 

+6MXy (a 16x2+a26y2+a66xy ) 

(l a -c ) 

oo 
rn 


